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For the past several years, we have been conducting research on the development of a computer 
vision system that can recognize Shitsukan as humans do, with a particular focus on 
applications of deep learning methods. We first studied supervised learning of Shitsukan 
concepts, for which it is hard to provide true labels unlike object category classification. To 
mitigate the scalability issue with the approach, we next studied if it is possible and how to 
learn Shitsukan concepts from public data on the Web. Conducting a preliminary study of 
generating natural language text representing Shitsukan concepts, we now believe that the most 
important remaining problem is how to build a representation space of Shitsukan concepts 
bridging the two modalities, vision and language. Towards a solution to this, we have proposed 
a neural architecture for fusing vision and language representations, named dense co-attention 
networks, applying it to visual question answering (i.e., the task of answering a given question 
about the contents of a given scene image). We further extended this to enable to conduct multi-
task learning of different vision-language tasks with a single network, aiming at coping with 
the issue of dataset bias, which has recently been recognized to be a major issue with 
applications of deep learning to high-level AI tasks.  
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What is the darker wall 
made of?

Answer: Drywall


